Join your union
COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC SECTOR UNION

The CPSU is your union representing tens of thousands of members in the public sector, broadcasting, telecommunications and research.

“Membership means I’m playing my part in protecting our rights, jobs and the vital work we do.”

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY TO

• Get involved in winning campaigns to improve your pay, conditions, and rights at work
• Be part of the strong voice for jobs, rights, public services and our industry
• Access expert industrial advice for members on your rights, career, pay, entitlements and more
• Have member-only journey cover insurance that means you’re covered if you have an accident travelling to or from work
• Save you money every day, including 5% off groceries and fuel with exclusive member benefits

CPSU membership is fully tax deductible and costs between $5 and $18 a week.

TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

By becoming a CPSU member, you play an important role in the work we do every day to represent, support and advocate for workers, for public services, and for our communities. Working together, we can achieve positive change on a broad range of issues.

Melissa Donnelly, CPSU National Secretary

CONTACT THE CPSU

1300 137 636
8am-8pm (AEST), Monday - Friday

www.cpsu.org.au
members@cpsu.org.au
twitter.com/CPSUnion
facebook.com/CPSUnion
CPSU membership form 2020/21

PLEASE COMPLETE YOUR PERSONAL DETAILS...

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME
MIDDLE NAME
DATE OF BIRTH

HUSBAND/WIFE
MOTHER/FATHER
OTHER

 PHYSICAL ADDRESS

BUILDING AND FLOOR
POSTCODE

PREFERRED EMAIL

OTHER EMAIL

SIGNATURE

TO ENSURE YOUR UNION FEES ARE DEDUCTED AT THE CORRECT RATE, PLEASE SPECIFY YOUR ANNUAL SALARY:

$?

DO YOU WORK?

• FULL TIME
• PART TIME
• IRREGULAR

ARE YOU EMPLOYED AS?

• ONGOING/PERMANENT
• NON-ONGOING/TEMPORARY
• CASUAL
• INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
• LABOUR HIRE

TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF I ACCURATELY STATE THE FOLLOWING...

1. My current/salary range is
2. My date of birth is
3. My gender is
4. My highest qualification is

TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF I ACCURATELY STATE THE FOLLOWING...

1. I have no criminal conviction other than a... (please specify)
2. I have no current medical condition...

PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT

POSITION
EMPLOYER NAME
EMPLOYER ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

RETURN THIS FORM...

Post
CPSU
Level 6
191 Thomas Street
Haymarket NSW 2000

Fax
1300 137 646

How would you prefer to pay?

☐ Option 1: Direct Debit
☐ Option 2: Direct Credit Card

DIRECT DEBIT REQUEST SERVICE AGREEMENT

This document outlines our service commitment to you, in respect of the Direct Debit Request (DDR) arrangements made between CPSU Pty Ltd (User ID 002619) and you. It sets out your rights, obligations and the commitment we make to you. It is designed to assist you to understand your responsibilities to us, and these should be made at least 5 working days prior to the next scheduled drawing date. All communications regarding the drawing arrangements and any other changes to the initial terms, correspondence when changes to the initial terms of the Agreement. If you have any questions about the Direct Debit Request arrangements made between us and signed by you, we undertake to periodically review and update the Agreement.

CUSTOMER DIRECT DEBIT REQUEST SERVICE AGREEMENT

This document outlines our service commitment to you, in respect of the Direct Debit Request (DDR) arrangements made between CPSU Pty Ltd (User ID 002619) and you. It sets out your rights, obligations and the commitment we make to you. It is designed to assist you to understand your responsibilities to us, and these should be made at least 5 working days prior to the next scheduled drawing date. All communications regarding the drawing arrangements and any other changes to the initial terms, correspondence when changes to the initial terms of the Agreement. If you have any questions about the Direct Debit Request arrangements made between us and signed by you, we undertake to periodically review and update the Agreement.
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This document outlines our service commitment to you, in respect of the Direct Debit Request (DDR) arrangements made between CPSU Pty Ltd (User ID 002619) and you. It sets out your rights, obligations and the commitment we make to you. It is designed to assist you to understand your responsibilities to us, and these should be made at least 5 working days prior to the next scheduled drawing date. All communications regarding the drawing arrangements and any other changes to the initial terms, correspondence when changes to the initial terms of the Agreement. If you have any questions about the Direct Debit Request arrangements made between us and signed by you, we undertake to periodically review and update the Agreement.
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